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ABSTRACT:The effective held theory ol'NN iltel'iMiOIIS is 11-1111-Ilated and (lie power- counting
appropriate to hiS US i VViMed. It is 11101-C SUbtle than in most efTective ield theoi-ics since in
the imit that h S-wave NN scattering lngths g to ifinity it is governed by nontrivial fixed
point. The leading twobody tei-nis i the efective field theory IILICIC01I selfinteractions re
scale invariant and invarimit Linda Wigner SU(4) spin-isospin symmetry in tis limit.
Higliabody tenns witli no det-ivatives (i.e. three: Eind `om-body trms) me aUtornatically inval-iallt
LI II Cie -Wigner symmetry,

INTRODUCTION

Iet LIS consider N( ) )N(( ) N( 1 )N((- 1) scattering i tile So channel.
Since the spin of the two nucleons a combined anti-symmetrically Fermi statistics,
implies tha tis cannel is 1� were I is te isopin of te systern (similarly te 3SI and
3DI cannels ae 10).

2 '2/,,/,The energ " I = where p p and te sattering mtrix is

rC1,ItCd t t SC�IUCIIllg MllplitUde by S ---I i i�q)/27T. ince S=e 2,15 where is the pase
S II i 11.

47c IAL '�` = - I 
A4 P cot g(5 II)

Where /W IS te 1LICleOll IMISS. For 1) --' 111,P le (ILMIltitypcotg6can be expanded
2

III (I pwer series In )

- I- P +peo t g (Y + (2)

Where a is called th sattering lengt a r Iis called te eective range. The

scattering length III tile 'So cannel is very large [I I et( -23.7 f oi-
I

I/ a( se))= 83 MeV. Oi te other hand the nuclear potential characterized by 

1110111CIIII-1111 sene A 200 MeV. The sinfulness of' I I/ I( s I collipared wth this scale
i te ICSLI[t ol'an accidental cancellatio Wich G�ILISC a state in te spectrum to be very
recall' Zero bindino eergy ( - oc as et sattering state approaches zero eergy ad a
cc as 41 bound stat aproaclies zcro binding energy). Neglecting the Small ��1_31)1

IIIIXiIIg, [1-1111,11LIS L1,110gOlls to F.(I nic 2 old i he 3/-chanel. Th sattering

length is lso ai [1 a S ) 5.4 fill -ge i that case 3Sd 36 Mev. The bund

state il tis channel that is iiemr zro bnding eergy is te delltel-011.

17XPANSIONS OFA

The Simplest expansion of' A 'IS IIOIIICIItL]Il epallsiml. TiS IS llalOgOLIS 

what Is one ill Standard C-111plication of' efective field teory. e.g. chiral pel-tUrbation
or 3SItheory 161. 7ITC ,Scattering Fr NN sattering i t S = _ channel.
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4)T
A (S) (3)

2

m -Ila("+(112) ro') P I.P
(S) (S)

4,T a(S) ia (s) a ro (S) 2 . . .P+(�-a A/f 2

i f a(S) was its atural size (i.e. a(� - I /A) tis Wuld be the appropriate expansion

to perrorni I OWCVer ill 11MLII-C tle S-wave N-N scattering lengths a vry large ad [lie

expansion bove is oly valid i te small rcgiory ofnionIC111LI111 /):!� I l1a(")j << A. Since

tile Underlying physics is set by n, ir([ A(,)(.,) ter SLIld be 111 CXplillSiO i /)/A trea is

valid eve wen 1) >> 111 . It is ot difficult to deduce wat tis expansion is. In Eq.

(3) keep -I Ids) -ip i te denominator ad expand i te emaining terms. his yields

(S)
A 4/T I I ro P (4)

m ]la ('N) + P a (S + ip)

Now A(sl=y A('),, where A OU)'). Tis is te appropriate

expansion in te case where te scattering lengths are large. It as te unusual property

that the eading terni is orderp

EFFECTIVE FIELD THEORY WITHOUT PIONS

The effective field theor Without the pions integrated ot contains Only nucleonI 

n
fields, N and we expect tat te lowest dimension operators will be the most

P

important oes. The Lagrangian dnsity is witten as I = I I I ... where 1,, contains

n-body operators. Te oe and two body terms ae:

I = Ar f [ i,9 + A/2A/1 ] N + . O (5)

2=- I Co"" (N"P,""N)+(N' NPl(-;)M + (6)

S

Here S 'So or 3S / tile lipses denote higher dimension operators ad P('�' are te

spin-isospin pro .ectors

(Is") (52 T2 T, P�('Sj = (5245,T2
Pi I - (7)

If 8 1 18

Where te PaLl1i atrices 6 act in spin space ad te Pauli atrices C i act il

isospin space.

Neglecting higher dimension operators the scattering amplitudes in 'So ad 3SI

channels come fro te SUrn of bLibble-type Feynman diagrams sown in fig. I
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C' C' \C,) C( C'
C(

Fig.l.The leading Cntribution to NN scattering

Each bbble above is linearly divergent ill tile aviolet region so the
coefficients (% epend o the regulator and substraction scherne adopted. WC se
(11111CIlSiOM11 -egLdM'iZatl0n and srt with minimal substraction (we will switch to a
(111TCrellt SUbstraction seme momentarily) Sce tile divergences re linear te
Feynman iagrams ave pole t D = 3 bt ot at D = 4 In MS (minimal SUbstraction)

the coefficients of' te operators explicitly isplayed i Eq. 6 are substraction point
independent and we denote thern by In this scheme surn of bubble-type Feyni-nan

diagrams gives.

(S)A
I + i Hp C 0 4;T

Comparing lcl. (8) wth Fqs (1) nice 2) it is evident tat tis corresponds to
keepin oly the secluding length erm i te expansion ofpcotg6('�) (i.e. te first term

of, Fq. 4) nd that

co(') 47ra(�"'/M (9)

��o Ill tis SLlbsi[raction sheme the coefficients &'�)oare very large ad also very different
(S) sIn ie two channels. I lowever as a --+ 0c, A() ----> 47ri/0 wich is te sarne in both

channels. 1his form or te scatterilIg alllplitLides is consistent with Wigner spin-isospin
SU(4) symmetry ad lso with scale invariance.

In MS hen > a(S te terms i t pcrturbativ sies o the scattering
'lillplitLICI g kll-gC1% WC Would like 10 use a substraction sheme were te various

Feyllillan diagrams in Fg.1 are te sme size as teir SUM 111d were te symmetries
S) _ -angian.

their ar'se a a )I f Me aL the level o'the Lagi

1_"XllllpleS Of'SUCh SUbstraction scheme are 21 PDS were poles at D=3 are also
substracted nd te OS [110111CF)tLim space SUbstraction sheme 341 I tese schernes
tile C0C1'fiCiC1ltS MV SUbstraction point dependent &�)o=&'�')o(p ad tile sum of bbble

diagr"Ims gives

S = CA( 0
1 + 4 p + ip) C (� (p 4;T (10)0

This still corresponds to keeping List te scattering lengt ad is te leading
term i q. 4) Bt ow

CO(";)(/t) (4n/" (I/ -- ]/W.s)) (I )
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which as WS) ---) O becomes C(5)(it) 4eMii. In tis lirnit the coefficients are te same
in bot cannels ad with It - p eac tm ill Sum of bubble-type diagrams i Fig I is
the sarne size as te surn itself.

The operators with coefficients C% are nonrennormalizable dimension six
operators. Naively tey are irrelevant operators ad at low morrienturn can be treated in
perturbative teory. However as a(s) ---> oc te coefficients C(S)oft) flow to a nontrivial
fixed point 231 where p6l(p&'�)o(p))Old i = 0. For larger WS te power counting is
controlled by tis fixed point nd te leading contribution to te N-N scattering
amplitude comes from teating C('�)o non-perturbavely. It is straightflorward to sow hat
in PDS or OS te coei'ficients of' S-wave operators with 2n patial derivatives sale s
[21

C2J'� - ejUA11jt11 (12)

For it > > I la(s)l , wi tie it -p, C)?Ir (P)P 2n -1) il Iand te two body operators with
derivatives call be tated pertUrbatively. In a nonrelativistic teory a loop itegration
f6�q = ft1qVq - 03') since te 61(10 integration is o oder 2 and the 6pq is ordel - )

and te ncleon propagator i1(�0-j)212M+ie - 0()�'). Consequently ach loop gives a
factor 1) plus whatever factors of p are associated wit te vertices. Te power ounting
[2.5] is now evident. The leading order (LO) contribution A-,(IS) comes from Cs) teated
noriperturbativery, te next leading order (NLO) contribution AN omes from C(190
treated nonperturbativery ad C(S), inserted oce te next-to-next to eading oder
(N 2LO) contribution comes rom C% teated noripci-turbativery ad C('�) iserted twice
or Cs) iserted oce, etc.

Wit te piont integrated ot te effective field theory expansion applied to N-N
scattering eproduces Eq. 4) and as o more content than te momentum expansion oCI
pcotgb(3). However even wit te pions itegrated Out one. can Cuple potons or W ad
Z gauge bosons to te ucleons.

The relativ iportance of' operators ontainill these fields depends Oil their9
renormarization group scaling ear te fixed point.

I te two nucleons sector predictions based on the effective field teory wth
not pions are similar to those ade by effective range theory 6]. However the effective
field theory approach as a number of advantages. Predictions based oil effective ange
theory are only value] to a gven order i te I)IA xpansion. I te efective field teory
new twobody operators containing the gauge fields arise wich spoil te predictions of
effective range teory.

As WS --> OC, L2 (27c1Mii)(Ar'N)-9 + .. were te elipses denote two body
operators with derivatives. In tis Thrift te leading one ad twobody terms ae invariant
under te following symmetries:

(i.) Wigner symmetry

Under nfinitesimal Wigner symmetry SU(4) ransformations

M = ail)" TVN (13)
where =6 ad ' = (1, r) wit I 02,3 and epeated idices Urril-ned. The
symmetry group corresponding to Eq. (I 3 is atually SU(4) x U(1) with ao t goup
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parameter or te additional baryon number U(1). Associated wit tis syn-imetry are the
conseved carges

f tt' x Ar' 6" r'N (14)

The two body terms with erivatives are not ivariant Linder Wigner symmetry

even if WS - cc. Hence i t two body sector te violations of Wigner symmetry go as

( I/ [al's.)p] I/ [a (' S,) p] ) ad p/A. Wigner symmetry will ot be a good

approximatio te mon-imeritt.1111 p is too low or iit is too large.

Wigrier Symmetry is elevant or nuclei with inany ucleons 7 It is not
difficult to see tat te higher body terms with o derivatives are atomatically invariant
under Wigner symmetry. Since tese contact terms are antisyrnmetric in te nucleon
fields N ad i the ermitian Cnjugates Ar', contact terms without derivatives cannot
OCCL11- for te five body operators ad igher. Te ucleons are in te 4 of SU'(4) and the

Ar's re i te 4 Four ncleons combined antisymmetrycally are an SU(4) singlet ad
so the FUrbody terms a ivariant under SU(4). The threebody terms tansform as

4 04 = I 1 5. 1 lowever te operators i te 1 ae ot ivariant under tile total spin or
isospin SU(2 sbgroup of SU(4). Hence te allowed threebody terms are also ivariant
Under SU(4) Wigner symmetry.

A complete extention of te general fixed point power Cnting to the
higherbody terms as ot been ade. However tere as been considerable recent
progress [5]. ]is work icites tat te threcbody trms with o derivatives is leading
order (i.e. s important as efects coming front C(s),)

(H.) Settle nvariantee

The leading oe and two trms are invariallt Lnder the scale transformation N

(1, x) -- N (t, x ad li li where

-3/2 (15)N x X, N X

(16)

-3/2Note that q. (I 5) corresponds to N (1, X N (t, X

I'= X2t.With X X x ad 'rhe different scaling of space and time coordinates is
dictates by invariance ot'leading onebody terms i tile Lagrangiandensity.

INCLUDING MONS

With ion icluded te power counting is taken to be in power of QIAvN were Q
- p - i, A Sbscript N-N has been pt on ), as a reminder tat the expansion should
work better if' te pions a iuded s explicit fields, i.e. we expect that N > A.
Potential pio echange arises te erill

9A
L V'7rV6-cjN (17)o72 f,

where g = 125 is te axial oupling andf = 131 MeV is te pion decay onstant.
E`xchan ge ofa potential pion between nucleons is order Q tile two factors of Q fi-orn
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tile vertices cancel the 1102 from te pion propagator) this is the same size as the two
body cntac trms with two derivatives ad IISCqUently pioil exchange can be teated
perturbatively. Including pion exchallgC WithOUt h two derivatives two body contact
terms is ot systematic improvement ad is ot better (fi-om a power C01,111ting

perspective) [hanjust Including te efects oC'('�)(. Note that this Wer COL1111ing iS Vry

diff'Orent rom the oe oiginally proposed by Weinberg 39.1 where te leading
C011tribUtion came front reating both potential pion exchange ad C'(S)0
nonpcrtL1rINltiVCIy. HIC CTeCts o twobody terms win drivatives and isertions of' the
light (JULirks mass mtrix WON Cl1SidCrC(j SUbdominant.

3SIFig.2 Contribution to scattering rom hree potential pion exchange
til dshed dnote potential pion exchange

I te % Channel te Feyninan diagram sow i Fig I with hree potential pion
exchange is logarithmically divergent. Neglecting he pion mass it gives contribution

to A( 3S, )of, order
2 2 3 2 112(4Ti/A//)(M9 ARN P _jK

where is constant, t p - ependence above is ancelled by the it - dependence o.'C'
3Si)

2.

,I'llere Is point to Including this Feyllman diagram without including tile effects
ofthe twobody -'SI operator wine 2-derivatives. q. (I 8) is a N 3 1_0 contribUtiOl . With

Insertion of' C is ot
ille pons included LI single jitst NLO it contributes at higher
levels at h expansion s well. For h reason and other contact terill

coefficients re Sometimes writte a LI SUM C(-�)-)., Where C,(,V),/ gives tile

N1,0 011tribL111011, CtC We]) this is ([one predictions rot- physical quantities re, exactly
11 tile OX,,, 11, ,(2) is riot CXp, is t1liS W,

/I Independent Lit elell order ay bell
predictions t a given rder oil tile Q expansion have Some ubstraction pnt
dependence, which is higher order i te Q eKpansion

Fig.3. CO]ltribl.10011 to N-N sattering tat renornialized D(s),
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There ae twobody S-wave contact ternis with no derivatives but with oe
insertion of te light qUark atrix

n7q= I 9)

M11 0

0 Ind
I- id nd insertion of ni C01,111ts as two powers of Q ad coefficients of

since 171 'T U (/I?/( (I

these operators D(N)? scale with i t same way as te coefficients C(S)2. At NLO tey

I-11LISt also be irICILIded. 'he Feynnian iagram inFig 3 is logarithmically divergent ad

it (Ives a contribUtiO t te S ad 3SI scattering aplitudes of oder

(4)TIAI 2 (COIS) AI,147T)2 [11,2 Inp2g 4 M/8 +K] (20)

(S)where K is constants The dependence ere is cancelled by that of the coefficients 2

Including oe pion exchange WIth0LIt te eects of' te two body terms with

oneinsertion of' te light qUal't mass atrix does ot systematically iprove te

theoretical predictio te N-N scattering aplitude.

11 a morrienti,1111 CLItOff regulator is Used istead of dimentional regularization

then itICILICtilIg in exchange WithOLIt the twobody contact operators tat ave an

insertion of' te quark ass matrix I-eSUItS in CLI1Off dependent amplitude A(s). It is

possible in the 'S cannel t SLIM t 11 oders potential pion exchange ad when this is

done te CLItOff dependence does not become SUbdorninant [10] compared with the

finite CL1tOfT idependent parts opion exchange). 'I'lie effects of ocal 1101,ir ncleon (i.e.

twobody) operators wit a isertion ofthe quark ass matrix cannot be viewed as less

important tan te efects of pion exchange.

AN APPLICA'PION OF WIGNER symmurfzy

Potential pions ave - k 2/A/1 While radiation pions ave

2
ko - ek F M, The COLI.plillg Of te adiation pions to the nucleons is done by

perflorming ,I multipole expansio o q. 17). At ading oder tis aounts to

evalUating te ion field i Eq. 1&) at te space time point (1,x = (/,O). ence for

radiation pons te term in the ction corresponding to Eq. 17 is

S f 'It( V v O. ()ijf X (2 )

0)Where one te carges oWigner symmetry i Eq. 14). I te limit a --> 0C

Mthese carges e conserved and te are time idependent. Hence as a ->oc only the

0 MOCIC 0fPiOI CL1p1eS il Eq. 21). 1-his is icompatible wit te radiation pions is

suppressed by (11a ( So) I S

CONCLUSION

Effective field theory methods are viable odel independent approach to te

physics 0' tWO 1CIC011 sector. Te power C1111ting i Slightly Unusual due to te large

S-wave N-N scattering lengLhs. '['his approach is usefut Up to a center of ass

11101nerItI.1111 aound 200 MeV, however te expansion parameter at sel a momentum is

probably 110t I11LICh smaller than 12. It seems likely tat flor any qantities calculations
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at N21,0 Will, tile SaIlle P-eCiSion as conventional potential odel approaches,
however will) sel a rge epalisiml parallietcr there are likely to be some 1ilt.11-CS.

I'mclision of, tile C11'ective held. theory approach t te tll['CC 1IC011 SCCtOl is

underway. Several theoretical issues rmain to he resolved bfore hre is a complete
I)OWel CL111til1g, bUt -eCCIlt PI'Ogress i tis area is vry COUraging.

The holy grall of.'this field is tile application ol'the efective field theory ethods
to micle.Ir matter. We are still a long wy From having te theoretical tools to tackle this
problem and evell Willi these tools tile Ferim 111011,ICIItLI111 ssociated Will ICleal- dellSity

may be too Ill-ge 1�01 a expansion to be usellul. I lowever given [lie importance of
1,111del-SWIldilIg tile properties of 1111cle'll. matter Continuing t evelop th eective field
theory approach is vry worth while.
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